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Twitter Thread by Luke Button

Luke Button
@iamlukebutton

This month I’m turning 22.

To celebrate, here are the 22 best threads I’ve found on Twitter this year.

Mostly about:

•Life/purpose

•Startups

•Entrepreneurs

•Writing

•Clarity of thought

If I see more interesting threads, I will add to this list.

Enjoy!

1. @ryanstephens: Need tips on growing a newsletter, mastering Twitter, writing online?

@ryanstephens breaks down a podcast discussion between @davidperell and @nathanbarry

Here’s what you can learn■

https://t.co/FHPewryErL

"The Writing Guy" @david_perell recently joined the re-launch of @Nathanbarry's podcast to discuss growing your

newsletter, mastering Twitter, writing online and monetizing your efforts.

Here's what you can learn from him.
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— Ryan Stephens \U0001f943 (@ryanstephens) December 16, 2020

2. @jackbutcher: How to separate your time from your income

•Explore the market

•Build equity

•Build products and services

•Scale your reputation

•Break the matrix

A fantastic thread complete with helpful visuals

https://t.co/InzQ55e0vg

Divorce your time and income: (thread)

— Jack Butcher (@jackbutcher) July 18, 2020

3. @AlexAndBooks_: I love to read.

Here is a great thread on 10 fantastic books.

Includes a short summary of each.

Don’t just take it from me, this is straight from the legend: @AlexAndBooks_

https://t.co/y6oyIoRhq4

I read 55 books in 2020.

Here are my top 10 favorites and a short summary of each.

(thread) \U0001f9f5 pic.twitter.com/yRyOFEygQ0

— Alex and Books \U0001f4da (@AlexAndBooks_) December 29, 2020

4. @m_franceschetti My biggest revelation in 2020 was the importance of sleep.

Here, @m_franceschetti founder of @eightsleep gives us his eight sleep hacks to improve sleep for 2021.

Do these and your productivity will skyrocket!

https://t.co/EfMJKF3mGh

Sleep is always my top priority, and will continue to be in 2021. It is foundational to all health. 

 

I\u2019ve compiled a list of my top 8 sleep hacks that I use everyday to improve my sleep. If you are trying to
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improve your sleep in 2021, this thread is for you. \U0001f447

— Matteo Franceschetti (@m_franceschetti) January 4, 2021

https://twitter.com/m_franceschetti/status/1346180878515499013?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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